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BABY PUPPY BITCH
Donation from Jenny Boekelman

1st

201 EISENLAND SIMPLY IRISTABLE
S:*Ch Durstein Captain Kirk CD AZ Ex
D:*Eisenland Witchcraft AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/15/2011
EXH
K&S Royal

5 months. A very richly coloured and well pigmented black and tan bitch
of very god type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, ideally
the croup could still be a little longer and set a little less steep. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulation. Good head, dark eye colour and
very good masking. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front. During
movement shows a good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter
drive and forequarter reach. At this stage, shows the correct amount of
development for her age.
VERY PROMISING

2nd 210 SEIGEN CARBON COPY
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:*Ch Seigen Ylang Ylang AZ Ex.M

DOB:

12/30/2011

Br:
Exh:

EXH
D&C Gallacher

3 ¾ months. An above medium size, strong, well proportioned grey bitch
of very good type. High withers, firm back, well laid croup which ideally
could just be a fraction longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Strong but still feminine head with very good masking. Very
good eye colour and very good ear carriage. Even though she is only
young, at this stage, impresses with her overall harmony of construction.
Good sequence of steps. During movement shows a very good ground
covering gait, the hindquarter drive could be a little more powerful and
ideally the bitch could be kept in a little less heavy condition.
VERY PROMISING
3rd

202 GRANDWEST JAZZY
S:*Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET AZ Ex.M
D:*Grandwest Harlem Rose AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/29/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

4.5 months A very well coloured and well pigmented black and tan bitch
of overall very good type. Very good length of neck, good withers, firm
back, and very good length of croup which ideally could just be set a little
less steep. The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very
good hindquarter angulation. Good head with good eye colour. Ideally
even for her age, I would like to see a little bit more strength in the
foreface and a little more strength in the lower jaw. Shows good
sequence of steps with normal puppy infirmness for her age. Shows very
good movement with a very good length of stride and very good topline.

VERY PROMISING
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4th 212 LASHADAS DE AMOUR
S:*Rico von der kleinen Birke (Imp Gmy) Ex
D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M

DOB:
1/8/2012
Br:
R&S Hosking
Exh:R&S Hosking/S Southwick

3.5 months. An above size, medium strong, richly coloured and well
pigmented black and tan bitch of very good type. Ideally the neck could
be a little longer. High withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep
croup. Good head and expression with dark eyes. Shows good
sequence of steps with good firmness of joints for her age. Good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation. During movement shows very
good ground covering gait where just at times, the hindquarter drive
could be a little more powerful. Good firmness over the topline.
VERY PROMISING
5th 207 SEIGEN FIRE N ICE
S:*Ch Schneeberg Fire Storm ET AZ Ex.M
D:Seigen Razzle Dazzle AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/19/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

4 months. Grey bitch of very good type and very good strength. Good
withers, firm back, slightly short croup. Good head and expression with
very good eye colour and very good masking. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Even for her age, ideally I would like to see the
foreleg a little longer. During movement, shows balanced hindquarter
drive and forehand reach with very good back transmission. Shows very
good sequence of steps.
VERY PROMISING
6th 211 SEIGEN OH WHAT A FEELING
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:*Ch Seigen Ylang Ylang AZ Ex.M

DOB:

12/30/2011

Br:
Exh:

EXH
D&C Gallacher

3 ¾ months. An above medium size, medium strong grey bitch of very
good proportions. Good withers, firm back, slightly short croup. The
upper arm should still be longer and slightly better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Good head, good expression, dark eye colour
but ideally the lower jaw could still be a little stronger. Steps slightly
narrow at rear, correct in front with good firmness of joints for her age.
During movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced
hindquarter drive and good forehand reach. Ideally the ligamentation
over the back could be a little firmer and should be presented in a
slightly less heavy condition.
VERY PROMISING
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7th 203

ALDERHAUS QUEEN GOLDY FAKIR
S:*Fakir vom Heinrichplatz (Imp Gmy) Ex
D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/13/2011
EXH
P Alder

4 months. An above medium size strong and still well proportioned black
and tan bitch of very good type. Good withers, firm back, a well laid
croup which ideally could be a little longer. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Strong still feminine head with good eye colour.
At this stage the ears are yet to achieve their final firmness. Steps
slightly narrow at rear, correct in front with normal puppy infirmness.
During movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced
hindquarter drive and forequarter reach.
VERY PROMISING
8th 209 SEIGEN JIMMYS LUNA
S:*Ch Jimmy vom Baruther Land (Imp Gmy) Ex.M
D:*Seigen All About Us AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/22/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

4 months. An above medium size, medium strong black and tan bitch of
good proportions. The neck could be still a little longer, normal withers,
shows a slight roach over the loin, slightly short and slightly steep croup.
The upper arm should be slightly longer and better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Good head and expression with the desired dark
eyes. Shows good sequence of steps with normal puppy infirmness for
her age. During movement shows very good ground covering gait with
balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach.
VERY PROMISING
9th 205 ICCARA ZA ZA ZOOM
S:*Bruvic Ubercool AZ
D:*Vladimir Endless Envy

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/17/2011
EXH
L&S Woollard

4 months. An above medium size, medium strong, black and tan bitch of
very good proportions. Good length of neck, normal withers, firm back,
while the croup is of good length it should be set just a little less steep.
The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Good head where the expression is marred by
the slightly light, slightly round eye. Steps slightly narrow at rear, slightly
wide in front with normal puppy infirmness for her age. During
movement, shows a good ground covering gait with balanced
hindquarter drive and forehand reach. I would like to see her carry her
wither a little higher.
VERY PROMISING
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10th 204 ALDERHAUS QUEEN PIXIE VEGAS
S:*Vegas von Dongmiran (imp Ndl)
D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/13/2011
EXH
P Alder

4 months. A well above medium size, richly coloured and well pigmented
bitch of still good proportions. High withers, firm back, the croup while of
good length ideally could be set a little less steep. Good fore and slightly
deep hindquarter angulation. Good head with dark eyes although they
are slightly round and ideally I would still like to see the lower jaw a little
stronger, even for her age. Steps slightly narrow at rear and slightly wide
in front. Shows good movement.
VERY PROMISING
11th 208 SEIGEN JIMMYS EVITA
S:*Ch Jimmy vom Baruther Land (imp Gmy) Ex.M
D:*Seigen All About Us AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/22/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

4 months. A black and gold bitch with good bone strength and of good
proportions. Ideally the neck could be a little longer. Normal withers,
slight peak over the back, very good croup. The upper arm should be
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Very good
head and expression with the desired dark eye. Shows correct sequence
of steps with good firmness of joints for her age. During movement
shows good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and
forehand reach could be a little more expansive.
VERY PROMISING
12th 206 MADRODISH XTRA SPECIAL GIRL
S:*Ch Durstein Captain Kirk CD AZ Ex
D:*Davor Kinky Boots AZ

DOB: 12/19/2011
Br: R&T Humphries
Exh: C Jauncey/M Wray

4 months. An above medium size, strong black and gold bitch of still
good proportions. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly
steep croup. The upper arm whilst of good length could be slightly better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Very good head and
expression with very good eye colour. Shows good sequence of steps
with normal puppy infirmness. During movement shows good ground
covering gait. At this stage there is a tendency to show a slight peak
over the back.
VERY PROMISING
13th 200 JENTOL BUNNYS CAPTIVATN RHYTHM
S:*Fakir vom Heinrichplatz (imp Ger) Ex
D:*Jentol Cupis Jive Bunny AZ VG

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

10/28/2011
EXH
J Boekelman

5 months. A black and gold slightly elongated bitch with good bone
strength for her age. Good withers, firm back, slightly steep croup. The
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled. Slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Good head where ideally the eye should still be
a little darker, and the ears should be placed slightly higher on the skull.
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Steps very narrow at rear. During movement shows good ground
covering gait where the hindquarter drive should be more powerful.
PROMISING
BABY PUPPY DOG
Donation from Andi Crace
1st

213 LASHADAS CHICK MAGNET
S:*NZ Ch. Ch Oakway Quiz Master AZ Ex (imp NZ)
D:Lashadas Ellie

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/13/2011
EXH
R&S Hosking

Just under 6 months of age. Strong substantial richly coloured grey dog
of still good proportions. Good length of neck, high withers, slight dip
behind, firm back, well laid croup which could just be a fraction longer.
The upper arm whilst of good length should still be better angled. Very
good hindquarter angulation with very good breadth of thigh.
Pronounced chest development for his age. Strong, masculine head,
with very good eye colour. The ears are yet to reach final firmness. A
young male dog that displays much harmony of construction. Steps
narrow at rear, correct in front. During movement, shows good ground
covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach and
overall the ligamentation over the back even despite his age, should still
be a little firmer. Ideally the lower chest should be a little longer.
VERY PROMISING
2nd 214 SEIGEN LUCKY STRIKE
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:*Ch Seigen Ylang Ylang AZ Ex.M

DOB:

12/30/2011

Br:
Exh:

EXH
D&C Gallacher

3.5 months. An above medium size, medium strong grey dog of good
proportions and very good type. Good withers, firm back, slightly short
croup. The upper arm should be a little longer and slightly better angled.
Very good hindquarter angulation. Shows good sequence of steps.
During movement, shows very good ground covering gait with balanced
hindquarter drive and forehand reach and very good overall firmness.

3rd 215 ALDERHAUS QUILLAM ZEUS
S:*Fakir vom Heinrichplatz (imp Ger) Ex
D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ

VERY PROMISING
DOB:
12/13/2011
Br:
EXH
Exh:
P Alder

4 months. An above medium size, strong and substantial masculine
black and tan dog of good proportions. Normal withers, firm back, slightly
short croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
Strong masculine head with medium eye colour. The ears are yet to
reach final firmness. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front. During
movement shows good covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive
and forehand reach. Overall, should be presented in a firmer and drier
condition.
PROMISING
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4th 216 LASHADAS DYNAMUTT
S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex
D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/8/2012
EXH
R&S Hosking

3.5 months. An above medium size, medium strong, richly coloured and
pigmented black and tan dog of still good type. Long neck, high withers,
firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm should
be slightly longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation.
Good head, very good eye colour and very good ear carriage. Steps
correct at rear and in front with good firmness of joints. During
movement, shows good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter
drive and the forehand reach should be more expansive.
PROMISING
MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Donation from Andi Crace
1st

217 JENTOL BEAMERS ZANETTE
S:*Takimbre Zulu Chief AZ
D:*Ch Jentol Rennies Moonbeam AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

7/31/2011
EXH
J Boekelman

8.5 months. Large, strong, substantial black and tan bitch of very good
proportions. Good withers, firm back, well moulded croup which ideally
could still be a fraction longer. The upper arm should be longer and
better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front with slight moulding on the lower leg. Good fore and very good
lower chest development. Good head, medium eye colour, the ears
could ideally be set just slightly higher on the skull, and the stop should
be more pronounced. Steps slightly narrow at rear, wide in front, where
the hock joints and elbows are yet to reach their final firmness. During
movement, shows very good ground covering gait where both the
hindquarter drive and the forehand reach should be more expansive and
the lower chest should be a little longer.
VERY PROMISING
2nd

218 GRANDWEST IZZY
S:*Ch Hinterhaus French Liaison ET CCD AZ Ex.M
D:*Grandwest Layla AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

8/22/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

8 months. An above medium size, just medium strong, well proportioned
black and light tan bitch of overall still good type. Very good length of
neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The
upper arm while of good length should be slightly better angled, very
good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with good fore and
lower chest development. Good head where ideally both the skull and
the foreface should be stronger. Medium eye colour. Still good ear
carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear, wide in front. During movement
shows very good ground covering gait with good length of stride,
although at times is slightly hasty in her movement. Displays a very good
topline.
VERY PROMISING
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3rd 221 FRIEDENTAL CHOIRGIRL
S:*Ch Vladimir Envy This AZ Ex.M
D:*Friedental Colas Karisma AZ EX

DOB:
10/2/2011
Br:
N Humphries
Exh: N Humphries/C Gallacher

7 months. An above medium size, medium strong, well proportioned
black and gold bitch of overall very good type. Good length of neck, still
good withers, firm back, well moulded croup which ideally could be a
fraction longer. The upper arm could still be a little longer and better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Slight moulding on the left
lower forearm. Good head, good eye colour, ideally I would like to see
the skull and the foreface a little stronger and good ear carriage. Steps
very narrow at rear with the hock joints loose, steps not quite correct at
front with elbows tucked in. During movement shows good ground
covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach
should be more expansive and overall should show more power.
VERY PROMISING
4TH

219 VALLEJO LEONES SPIRIT OFTHELAW
S:*Triple Ch Aldahoven High Flyer TSDX
D:*T Ch Hinterhaus French Connection AZ

DOB: 8/30/2011
Br: R Holdsworth
Exh: E Herson/S&M Adams

Just under 8 months. An above medium size, medium strong well
coloured and well pigmented black and tan bitch of very good
proportions. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short
and slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better
angled. The hindquarter angulation should not become any deeper.
Stands correct in front with good head, medium eye colour and good ear
carriage. Good fore and very good lower chest development. Steps
slightly narrow at rear, steps not quite correct in front with elbows tucked
in. During movement shows good ground covering gait where the
hindquarter drive should display more power and ideally the lower chest
should be a little longer.
VERY PROMISING
5TH

220 SEIGEN TESSAS BRINX
S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex
D:*Seigen Opal Fire AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

9/21/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

Not quite 7 months. Just above medium size, just medium strong, grey
bitch of very good proportions. Long neck which at times is just carried
slightly erect. Normal withers, slight dip behind, firm back, slightly short
and slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better
angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with
slightly upright pasterns. Both the fore and underchest are slightly under
developed. Steps very narrow at rear with hock joints loose, wide in front
with very open elbows. During movement, shows good ground covering
gait where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach should be
more expansive. Has a tendency to be slightly high stepping in front.
PROMISING
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MINOR PUPPY DOG
Donation from Jenny Boekelman
1st

223 FREEVALE EYE OF THE STORM
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:*Ch Freevale Envious Eyes

DOB:

7/18/2011

Br: M&C Morris
Exh: B Pereira/R Pritchard

Just under 9 months of age. Large, strong, substantial, well coloured
and well pigmented dog of good type. Good length of neck, good
withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Stands still correct in front with very open slightly
flat feet. Good fore and very good lower chest development. Strong
masculine head with good eye colour and good ear carriage. Particularly
noteworthy is the very strong dentition. Steps very narrow at rear with
hock joints loose. Wide in front with open elbows, pronounced lower
chest development. And for his age, he must not become any deeper.
Shows good ground covering gait but overall should show more
expansion and the ligamentation over the back should remain a lot
firmer. At times is a little erratic in his performance.
VERY PROMISING
2nd 224 FRIEDENTAL KHE SANH
S:*Ch Vladimir Envy This AZ Ex.M
D:*Friedental Colas Karisma AZ Ex

DOB:
10/2/2011
Br:
N Humphries
Exh: N Humphries/C Gallacher

7 months. Not quite correct side alignment of dentition. An above
medium size, just medium strong, slightly compact grey dog that for his
age should be a lot stronger overall. Good withers, firm back, well
moulded croup which should still be a little longer. The upper arm should
be longer and better angled and the shoulder blade is set slightly steep.
Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front
with long and open feet. Even for his age, both the fore and the lower
chest require further development. Still good head with good eye colour,
the right ear is turned slightly inwards and the lower jaw should be more
developed. Steps very narrow at rear with very loose hock joints. Steps
not correct in front with the elbows tucked in. During movement, shows
good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and the
forehand reach should be more expansive and ideally the lower chest a
little longer.
PROMISING
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PUPPY BITCH
Donation from Jacqui Smith
1st

225 VOLSCARO CIAO BELLA
DOB: 4/25/2011
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
Br: L Pearson
D:*Volscaro Missy Brown AZ Ex
Exh:T Roberts/L Pearson
Just under 12 months of age. A well above medium size, medium strong,
well coloured and well pigmented bitch of overall very good type and
harmonious anatomical construction. Very good length of neck, good
withers, firm back, very good length of croup which should be set slightly
less steep. Very good length of upper arm which could be slightly better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation with very good breadth of
thigh. Stands correct in front with slightly open feet. A very good
expressive feminine head with excellent masking. Very good eye colour
and very good ear carriage. Good fore and very good lower chest
development. A bitch that impresses with her overall type, colouration
and construction. Steps slightly narrow where the hock joints are yet to
achieve final firmness. Correct in front where the elbows are yet to firm.
During movement shows an expansive, far reaching, powerful, dynamic
gait transmitted through a very firm top line.
VERY PROMISING

2nd 227 ICCARA TILA TEQUILA
S:*Vladimir Envy Of Them All AZ
D:*Iccara Hoity Toity AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

6/12/2011
EXH
L&S Woollard

10 months. An above medium size, strong, substantial, well
proportioned, well coloured, well pigmented bitch of overall very good
type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, well moulded croup
which could still be just a fraction longer. The upper arm is of good
length and should be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation with strong powerful well developed thighs. Stands correct in
front with good feminine head and expression. Good ear carriage, the
expression is marred slightly by the medium eye colour. A bitch that
impresses with her overall type, strength and harmonious construction.
Steps slightly cow hocked at rear correct in front where ideally the
elbows and the hock joints should be a little firmer. During movement
shows strong powerful expansive gait with very good back transmission.
Ideally the bitch could be presented in a slightly less heavy condition and
must not become any deeper in chest development as she matures.
VERY PROMISING
3rd 228 HAUSOSIN QUICKSILVER
S:*Ch Vladimir Envy This AZ Ex.M
D:*Hausosin Gallana AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

6/23/2011
EXH
K Harris

10 months. A well above medium size, medium strong, well coloured
grey bitch of very good overall proportions. Good length of neck, good
withers, slight dip behind, firm back, and the croup could still be just a
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fraction longer and better angled. The upper arm should be longer and
better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation with very good breadth
of thigh. Stands correct in front with good fore and very good lower chest
development. Good head, very good eye colour and very good ear
carriage. Overall she impresses with her very good femininity,
proportions and type. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front with
good firmness of joints. During movement shows a very good ground
covering expansive gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand
reach and very good back transmission. A bitch that is free of
exaggeration.
VERY PROMISING

4th 229 HAUSOSIN QUICKSTEP
S:*Ch Vladimir Envy This AZ Ex.M
D:*Hausosin Gallana AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

6/23/2011
K Harris
R Harris

10 months. Very close scissor bite. A large, medium strong, grey bitch of
very good proportions and very good type. Good length of neck, good
withers, slight dip behind, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep
croup. The upper arm whilst of good length could be slightly better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with
good head and expression. Desired dark eye. Good ear carriage,
displays a slight furrow between the ears. Steps slightly wide at rear,
correct in front where both the elbows and the hock joints are yet to
achieve final firmness. During movement, shows good ground covering
gait where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach could be a
little more expansive, and the lower chest should be a little longer.
VERY PROMISING
5th

226 ICCARA RISQUE BUSINESS
S:*Vladimir Envy Of Them All AZ
D:*Djenuen Devil Doll AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

6/10/2011
EXH
L&S Woollard

10 months. A large, just medium strong bitch of still good proportions
that is very richly coloured and well pigmented. Slightly short neck, good
withers, slight rise over the loin, slightly short and slightly steep croup.
The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Stands wide in front with elbows slightly turned
out. Good head where the eye colour should be darker and the planes of
the skull and foreface a little more correct. Still good fore and very good
lower chest development. Steps slightly narrow both front and rear
where both the elbows and the hock joints should remain a little firmer.
During movement shows good ground covering gait where the
hindquarter drive should show more power and ideally the lower chest
should be a little longer.
VERY PROMISING
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PUPPY DOG
Donation from john Crace
1st

230 SABARANBURG ICEMAN
S:*Ch Kardin Kruger AZ Ex.M
D:*Ch Bruvic Kontiki AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

5/21/2011
EXH
B&L Lubbock

11 months. Very large, strong, substantial, very well coloured and well
pigmented black and tan dog of very good proportions and of very good
type. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back and very good
croup. Just a little disturbing over the topline is the slight waviness of the
coat over the croup area. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with
very good breadth of thigh. Stands correct in front with very good fore
and lower chest development. Strong masculine expressive head with
very good eye colour.
Just at this stage, the ears are yet to achieve their final firmness. Steps
correct both front and rear with good firmness of hock joints the elbows
could be a little closer laying. During movement shows a very good
ground covering effortless expansive movement with strong hindquarter
drive and free forehand reach. A slight detraction is the firmness of ears
during movement.
VERY PROMISING

JUNIOR BITCH
Donation from John Fenner
1st

237 JENTOL ECHOS VIDA
DOB: 3/21/2011
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
Br: J Boekelman
D:*Swartzlic Echo AZ Ex
Exh: B Pereira/ R Pritchard
57cms. Broken P3 upper left. A large, strong, substantial, beautifully
coloured and well pigmented bitch of very good type. Very good length
of neck, high wither, firm back, very good croup. The upper arm could
still be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation with
very good breadth of thighs. Stands correct in front with good fore and
lower chest development. Very good head and expression, with the
desire dark eye, very good masking and good ear carriage. Overall the
bitch impresses with her strength, anatomical construction and
colouration. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front where the
elbows are yet to achieve final firmness. During movement shows a
very good ground covering expansive gait, with much power through the
hindquarter and very good length of stride. Just a minor criticism, I would
like to see the ligamentation over the back a little firmer.
VERY GOOD
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2nd

234 HAUSOSIN NAUGHTY BUT NICE AZ
S:*Bruvic Ubercool AZ
D:*Hausosin Gallana AZ VGM

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/8/2010
EXH
K Harris

57.5cms. An above medium size, strong, substantial beautifully coloured
and well pigmented bitch of very good type. Very impressive with her
overall harmonious construction. Very good length of neck, high withers,
firm back, well moulded croup which ideally could just be a little longer.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with a strong broad thighs.
Stands correct in front with very good fore and underchest development.
Strong expressive head with good eye colour and good ear carriage.
The bitch impresses with her overall type, colouration and construction.
Steps correct at rear with good firmness of joints, and in font with good
firmness of elbows. During movement, shows a very strong, powerful,
expansive gait, with strong hindquarter drive, free forehand reach, and
very good back transmission.
VERY GOOD
3rd. 239 JENTOL CONNIES WHITNEY
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:Jentol Rennies Xiena VG

DOB:

4/4/2011

Br: J Boekelman
Exh:B Pereira/R Pritchard

59cms. A large, medium strong, beautifully coloured grey bitch of very
good type. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, well
moulded croup which could be a little longer. The upper arm while of
good length could be a little better angled, very good hindquarter with
very good breadth of thigh. Stands correct in front with good fore and
lower chest development. Good head with very good masking and ear
carriage, the expression is slightly spoiled by the slightly light eyes. The
bitch impresses with her overall colouration, feminine expression, and
overall construction. Steps correct both coming and going where the
elbows should be a little tighter. During movement shows a very good
ground covering powerful drive with free forehand reach. Ideally the
lower chest could still be a little longer. Slightly long tail which is still
carried in a correct manner.
VERY GOOD
4th

235 GRANDWEST EBONY ROSE AZ
DOB:
1/7/2011
S:*Enzor vom Tamaraspitze SchH3 BH AD a ED HNeg.DNA (imp Blg)Ex.M
Br: EXH
D:*Grandwest Rhianna Rose AZ VGM
Exh:
D&C Willis
58cms. Double P1 upper right. A large, medium strong, substantial,
beautifully coloured and well pigmented bitch of very good type. Good
length of neck, good wither, firm back, well moulded coup which could
just be a fraction longer, very good fore and hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front with good fore and lower chest development.
Good head where ideally I would like to see the stop a little more
pronounced. Good eye colour, good ear carriage. Ideally the foreface
could be a little stronger.
She impresses with her very good
pigmentation, colouration and very good type. Steps correct in the front
and rear, with good firmness of joints. During movement shows a very
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good ground covering gait with powerful drive, the forehand reach
however should be a little freer. Should not become any deeper in lower
chest development.
VERY GOOD
5th

240 GRANDWEST MALISAS GENIE
S:*Ch Kardin Kruger AZ Ex.M
D:*Malisa vom Finkenschlag a (imp Deu) Z Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

4/12/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

58cms. A correct medium size, well coloured and well pigmented bitch,
of still good proportions. Good length of neck, good wither, firm back,
well moulded croup which could still be a fraction longer. The upper arm
could still be longer and better angulated. Very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Good head which is marred by the
slightly light eye. Ideally the strength of foreface should be a little
stronger, and the ears should be placed a little higher on the skull. Steps
correct both front and rear, with good firmness of hock joints. The elbow
however could still be closer laying. During movement shows a very
good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, free forehand
reach and very good back transmission.
VERY GOOD
6th 238 FRIEDENTAL WEE WILLY WINKETTE
DOB: 3/28/2011
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
Br: N Humphries
D:*Friedental Colas Karisma AZ Ex
Exh:N Humphries/C Gallacher
59 cms An above medium size, medium strong, very well proportioned
bitch of very good type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back,
slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with good fore
and under chest development. Good head where ideally the stop should
be more pronounced. Still good ear carriage. The lower jaw should still
be a little more developed. Steps slightly narrow at rear with good
firmness of joints. Correct in front, where the elbows should be a little
closer laid. Slightly disturbing in her colouration, is the slight paling on
the inside of the legs. During movement shows good ground covering
gait with good hindquarter drive, the forehand reach however should be
a little freer.
VERY GOOD

7th 231 SEIGEN TARAS RAMONA AZ
DOB:
10/22/2010
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
Br:
EXH
D:*Seigen Kiss N Tell AZ VG
Exh: D&C Gallacher
58cms. A large, medium strong, substantial, well proportioned bitch of
very god type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly
short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and
deep hindquarter
angulation with good breadth of thigh. Stands correct in front with good
fore and very good underchest development. Strong still feminine head
with good eye colour and ear carriage. Just a times shows a slight
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tendency to show a very erect head carriage. Moves with hock joints
slightly close, correct in front, where the elbows are yet to achieve final
firmness. During movement shows a very good ground covering
expansive gait with good back transmission and very good length of
stride. Slightly long tail which should be ideally carried in a more natural
manner.
VERY GOOD
8th

233 VLADIMIR FETISH
DOB:
S:*Cayos von der Noriswand SchH1a ED (imp Deu) Ex.M
D:*Grd Ch Vladimir Anarchy ET HIC AZ Ex.S
Exh:

11/7/2010
Br: GA Morton
L&S Woollard

Slightly under developed P1, P2 and P3 upper left. A good medium size,
strong bitch of still good proportions. Good withers, firm back, slightly
short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front where ideally the elbows could be little
firmer. Good head and expression with good masking, ideally the ears
could be a little higher on the skull. Shows good sequence of steps with
good firmness of hock joints, the elbows however, should be a little
closer lying. During movement shows very good hindquarter drive the
forehand reach could be a little freer, very good back transmission.
VERY GOOD
9th 232 ALDERHAUS PENNYS FERELDA AZ
DOB:
S:*Mika vom Overledingerland SchH1 an ED (imp Deu) Ex.M
D:*Alderhaus Kazan’s Embrace AZ Ex
Exh:

10/23/2010
Br: EXH
P Alder

59cms. A large, strong, substantial bitch of very good proportions and of
very good type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back in stance,
slightly short and slightly steep croup. Stands correct in front with good
fore and very good lower chest development. Good head, good eye
colour and good ear carriage, ideally the skull could be a little broader.
Steps slightly narrow rear, correct in front, where both the elbows and
the hock joints are yet too attain final firmness. Shows good movement
where both the forehand reach and hindquarter drive should be more
expansive, at times shows herself a little hasty in movement.
VERY GOOD
JUNIOR DOG
Donation from Ian Marr
1st

242 HOMER von AMASIS (Imp Italy) HD/ED (FCI)
S:*Chivas von Bad Boll ‘a’
D:*Bania del Seprio

DOB: 10/31/2010
Br: Huesler & Calignano
Exh: Pierluigi Carrubba

64cms A large, medium strong, beautifully coloured and well pigmented
dog of very good type. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back,
and very good croup. The upper arm is of very good length, and ideally
could be just a fraction better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation
with very good breadth of thigh. Particularly pleasing is his blending of
all parts, and his overall very harmonious construction. Stands correct in
front, with very good fore and underchest development. Strong
masculine head with the desired dark eye, very good masking and very
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good ear carriage. Very good strength of skull and foreface and very
good development of the underjaw. The dog stands within the desired
standard of size and at the correct stage of development for his age, and
impresses with his overall type and colouration and harmonious
construction. Steps slightly narrow in rear, correct in front, the hock
joints could still remain just a fraction firmer, very good firmness of
elbows. During movement displays a very good ground covering gait
with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and firm back
transmission. His overall type and construction is very impressive.
VERY GOOD MERIT
2nd

244 LASHADAS XANG BANG AZ
S:*LaShadas Diesel AZ Ex
D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/30/2011
R&S Hosking
W&G Martin

65cms An above medium size, medium strong, just slightly elongated
dog of very good type. Good withers, firm back, ideally the croup could
just be a little longer and placed a little less steep. The upper arm of a
good length could be just slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front, with still good fore and underchest
development. Good head, very good masking, very dark eye colour and
very good ear carriage. But particular pleasing about the dog is that he is
of harmonious construction and free from exaggeration. Steps slightly
wide going, correct in front, the elbows are yet to achieve final firmness.
During movement shows a very good ground covering gait with strong
hindquarter drive and free reach. Just at times the ligamentation over the
back could remain a fraction firmer. Particular pleasing is that the dog
has a very good framework and the dog is at the right stage of
development for his age.
VERY GOOD MERIT
3rd

245 GRANDWEST MALISAS GOLD LOGIE
S:*Ch Kardin Kruger AZ Ex.M
D:*Malisa vom Finkenschlag a (imp Deu) Z Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

4/12/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

65.5cms Large, strong, masculine dog of overall very good type. Very
good length of neck, good withers, slight peak over the loin, a well
moulded croup which ideally could be a fraction longer. Very good fore
and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with a strong
masculine head, very good masking, however ideally I would like to see
the eye colour a little darker. Very good ear carriage. The dog
impresses with his overall type, masculinity and substance. Steps
correct both in front and rear, where both the hock joints and elbows
cold remain a little firmer. During movement shows a very good ground
covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, and free forehand reach
transmitted over a firm back. The dog shows much promise in both
stance and movement. Ideally should not become any deeper with age.
VERY GOOD
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4th

241 SEIGEN TARAS BILL BAILEY
DOB:
10/22/2010
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br:
E XH
D:*Seigen Kiss N Tell AZ VG
Exh:
D&C Gallacher
64.5cms. Large, strong, masculine dog of very good proportions. Very
good length of neck, high withers, firm back, very good croup. The upper
arm could still be a little longer and slightly better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with good fore and lower
chest development. Very good masculine head with very good eye
colour and very good ear carriage. The dog impresses with his overall
colouration and masculinity. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in
front, where the hock joints and elbows are yet to attain final firmness.
During movement shows very good ground covering gait, strong
hindquarter drive, the forehand reach however should be a little freer.
VERY GOOD
INTERMEDIATE BITCH
Donation from John Crace

1st

248 HAUSOSIN LIVIN IN SIN AZ
S:*Zony von Haus Gerstenberg SchH3 (imp Deu)
D:*Hausosin Aintnosin AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

8/23/2010
EXH
K Harris

58cms A just above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of
overall very good type and construction. Very good length of neck, good
withers, firm back, well moulded croup which ideally could just be a fraction
longer. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with
slightly open feet, very good fore and lower chest development. Strong yet still
feminine head with good eye colour and very good ear carriage.
Particularly pleasing with this bitch, is her very harmonious construction with
her very good angulations and overall type. Ideally would just like to see the
lower jaw a little stronger. Steps correct in front, slightly wide at rear where
both the elbows and the hock joints are yet to attain final firmness. During
movement shows a very good ground covering drive with very good fore reach
and very good back transmission. Particular praiseworthy about this bitch is
her very good construction, very good angulations and her very good brood
and correct German shepherd type.
VERY GOOD MERIT
2nd 250 JENTOL CHATTS POLE POSITION AZ
S:*Ch Jentol Glams Padlok Pete AZ
D:Ch Jentol Gabbys Chatterbox AZ VG

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

9/20/2010
EXH
J Boekelman

58cms. A well above medium size, substantial bitch of very good type
and substance. Very good length of neck, good withers, firm back, very
good croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with very good
breadth of thighs. Stands not quite correct in front with good head, the
expression is marred slightly by the eye colour and very good ear
carriage. The bitch impresses with her overall type, substance and
harmonious construction. Moves slightly cow hocked at rear, correct in
front. During movement shows a very good ground covering gait with
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strong hindquarter drive, and free forehand reach. The tail is slightly
long, even though still carried in a natural manner. The bitch impresses
with her overall type and substance, but a slight detraction is the depth
of her hindquarter angulation which at times slightly impedes her
movement.
VERY GOOD MERIT
3rd 251 SEIGEN GENIE IN A BOTTLE
DOB:
9/24/2010
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD/ ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
Br:
EXH
D:*Seigen Incandescent AZ Ex
Exh:
D&C Gallacher
58.5cms Slightly under- developed P1, P2 and P3 upper left. Just above
medium size, medium strong, grey bitch of very good type. Good length
of neck which just at times has a tendency to be carried erect. High
withers, firm back, well molded croup which could be a fraction longer.
Very good fore angulation where the upper arm should be longer very
good hindquarter angulations. Very good fore and underchest
development, good head and expression, with good eye colour and very
good ear carriage. Steps correct both front and rear, where both the
elbows and the hock joints could remain a little firmer. During
movement, shows very good ground covering gait where both the
hindquarter drive and the forehand reach are balanced, should however
still be a little more expansive. Slightly long tail.
VERY GOOD
4th

246 FRIEDENTAL BLISS FULICIOUS AZ DOB: 5/17/2010
S:*Rico von der kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex
Br:
N Humphries
D:*Friedental Colas Karisma AZ Ex
Exh:
N Humphries/C Gallacher
58 cms. An above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch
of very good type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back and
very good croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation which must not become any deeper.
Stands correct in front, good fore very good lower chest development
with good head, dark eyes very good masking. The ears should be
placed slightly higher on the skull. Moves slightly cow hocked at rear,
correct in front. The left ear is not absolutely firm. During movement,
shows very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive.
The forehand reach should be a little freer, and the ligamentation over
the back should be a little firmer.
VERY GOOD

5th 247 SEIGEN WEIS WEIS LENI AZ
S:*Ch Kwint vom Juerikstall (imp Ndl) Ex.S
D:*Ch Seigen Ylang Ylang AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

8/1/2010
EXH
D&C Gallacher

59 cms A large, medium strong grey bitch of very good proportions,
very good length of neck, good withers, firm back slightly short and
slightly steep croup. The upper arm while of good length, should be
slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore
and underchest development. Stands correct in front with good
expression. Desired dark eye colour and good ear carriage. Moves with
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hock joints slightly close, correct in front, where the elbows are yet to
achieve final firmness. During movement shows good ground covering
gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach. Ideally the
ligamentation over the back should be a little firmer.
VERY GOOD
7th 252 SABARANBURG HALCYON
S:*Sabaranburg Esko AZ Ex.M
D:*Hinterhaus Daiquiri AZ Ex.M

DOB:10/9/2010
Br: B&L Lubbock
Exh:D Marchesi/B&L Lubbock

61cms A very large, medium strong, well coloured, bitch of good
proportions and still good type. Slightly short neck, good withers, firm
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be
slightly longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front with good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Good head, good eye colour and good ear set. Slightly long
tail. During movement shows good ground covering gait where the
hindquarter drive should be more powerful and the forehand reach
should be a little freer. Slightly disturbing during the movement, is that
the tail tends to flick off the hocks at times.
VERY GOOD

INTERMEDIATE DOG
Donation from JAK Smith - Shaygar Kennels
1st

254 SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE AZ
S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex
D:*Kazkiri Suri AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

9/17/2010
EXH
D&C Gallacher

65cms. Double P1 upper right. Large, strong, substantial, beautifully
coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Good length of neck,
good withers, firm back, a well moulded croup could just be a fraction
longer. The upper arm, while of good length, should be better angled.
Very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct in front with very good
head and expression, excellent masking and very good eye colour and
correct ear carriage. The dog impresses with his overall construction,
colouration and masculinity. Good fore and very good lower chest
development. Steps correct both front and rear, with good firmness of
hock joints, and the elbows should be closer laying. During movement
shows a very good ground covering, powerful, free flowing movement
with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good
back transmission. Overall a dog of very harmonious construction.
VERY GOOD MERIT
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2nd

255 SHAYGAR GENTLEMAN JIM AZ
S:*Ch LaShadas Xhibitionist AZ Ex.M
D:*Shaygar Kassala AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

10/3/2010
JAK Smith
D Heggs

66cms A very large, medium strong, black and gold dog of slightly
elongated proportions. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back,
slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer
and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite
correct in front, good fore and very good underchest development. Good
masculine head with very good eye colour and good ear carriage. Good
fore and very good lower chest development. Steps correct rear with
the hock joint yet to firm, slightly wide in front where the elbows should
be closer laying. During movement shows a good ground covering gait
with balanced hindquarter drive and free fore reach and very good back
transmission.
VERY GOOD
3rd

253 GRANDWEST BLACKJACK AZ
S:*Gazza vom Tamaraspitze SchH3 a (imp Bel) Z Ex
D:*Grandwest Harlem Rose AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

7/22/2010
EXH
D&C Willis

64cms An above medium size, medium strong, slightly compact dog of
very good colouration and pigmentation. Slightly short neck, good wither,
firm back, the croup while of good length, should be set slightly less
steep. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with still good head, very
dark masking, where the eye colour detracts slightly from his expression.
Good fore and very good underchest development. Stands correct at
rear with good firmness of joints, correct in front where the elbows
should be a little closer laying. During movement shows a good ground
covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and forehand reach
should be a little more expansive and the lower chest should be a little
longer. Overall should display more masculinity.
VERY GOOD
OPEN BITCH
Donation from
1st

256 *MALISA vom FINKENSCHLAG SchH1 'a'(imp Deu)
S:Odin vom Holtkamper Hof SchH3 a Z
D:*Caty vom Tamaraspitze SchH3 a Z

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

8/29/2006
H Fetten
D&C Willis

58cms. A large strong substantial expressive black and tan bitch of
excellent brood type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back and
good length of croup could be set a little less steep. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation which ideally should not become any deeper.
Stands correct in front, Very good fore and underchest development.
Very good expressive feminine head with very good ear carriage, ideally
the eye colour could be a little darker. Steps slight wide at rear correct
in front with good firmness of hock joints and elbows. During movement
shows a very good ground covering expansive, powerful gait with strong
hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good back
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transmission. During the off lead gaiting displayed the same very even
and balanced movement.
A daughter of Odin Holtkamper Hof carrying the lines of Uran
Wildsteiger Land and via the mother line a bitch that carries the line of
Jeck Noricum. A bitch that impresses with her overall strength, type and
harmonious construction and in addition presented very good progeny
over the weekend. A bitch that typifies her breeding and should be a
worthy asset to the breeding pool her in Australia.
EXCELLENT MERIT
2nd

259 *HAUSOSIN GALLANA
DOB:
S:*Mika vom Overledingerland SchH1 a ED (imp Deu) Ex.M
D:*Hausosin Aintnosin AZ Ex.M
Exh:

10/7/2008
Br: EXH
K Harris

58cms A just above medium size, strong, substantial, well constructed
bitch of very good type and very good proportions. Good length of neck,
good withers, firm back, well moulded croup which could just be a
fraction longer. The upper arm while of good length could be slightly
better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front
with a good feminine head, dark eye colour and good ear carriage. The
pasterns could be a little firmer. Ideally I’d like to see the black saddle
markings a little more defined. Steps slightly narrow at rear with good
firmness of hock joints. Correct in front with good firmness of elbows.
During movement shows a very good ground covering gait with strong
hindquarter drive and free forehand reach, ideally the ligamentation over
the back could remain just a fraction firmer. A bitch that stands within the
desired standard of size and impresses with her overall strength and
harmonious construction. During the off lead gaiting exercise maintained
her balanced movement and good length of stride.
A daughter of Mika Overledingerland and a grand daughter of Quenn
Loher Weg carries the Jeck Noricum bloodline and via the motherline
carries the line of Troy Noriswand. Her mother Hausosin Aintnosin is a
previous State Siegerin in Western .Australia.
EXCELLENT MERIT
3rd

261 *SEIGEN ASTAS ESPRIT
DOB:
10/3/2009
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br:
EXH
D:*Seigen Viola AZ Ex
Exh:
D&C Gallacher
58cms A just above medium size, strong, and substantial bitch of very
good type and of overall harmonious construction. Good length of neck,
good withers, firm back, while the croup is of good length, ideally it
should be set a little less steep. The upper arm while of good length
should be slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. A
very feminine expressive head with very good eye colour. Ideally
however the ears should be placed slightly higher on the skull. A very
young bitch, of overall very good type and harmonious construction that
is presented in a very good condition. Steps correct at rear with good
firmness of joints, slightly wide in wide where the elbows should be
closer laying. During movement, shows very good ground covering gait
with strong hindquarter drive. The forehand reach could be a little freer
and the lower chest a little longer. However, overall, a bitch that stands
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in the type of her breeding. During the off lead gaiting, maintained her
very good length of stride and very good back transmission and
displayed a joy in running.
A daughter of Fasties Elle Willy Wonka and carries the line of Enzo
Buchhorn, her mother is a daughter of Pino Drei Birkenzwinger via Cello
Romerau – Mutz Pelztierfarm bloodline. Overall a very good type of
bitch of harmonious construction and very good movement.
EXCELLENT MERIT
4th

258 *SHAYGAR JAXONIQUE
S:*Maltaknights Master Unox AZ Ex.M
D:*Shaygar Zahrina AZ VG

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/12/2007
EXH
JAK Smith

58cms An above medium size medium strong slightly elongated black
and gold bitch of still good type. Good length of neck, good withers, firm
back, well moulded croup which could just be a little longer. The upper
arm should be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly open feet. The forechest
is yet to achieve final development. Very good lower chest development.
Good feminine head with very good eye colour and very good ear
placement. Steps correct both front and rear with good firmness of joints.
The elbows should be closer laying. The bitch is not presented in the
best of coat condition.
During movement shows very good ground covering gait with strong
hindquarter drive however the forehand reach however could be a little
freer with very good back transmission. Just at times the movement
appears a little hasty. During the off lead gaiting exercise maintained
good balance and length of stride. Ideally the gold colour could be a little
more intense.
EXCELLENT
5th

257 *SEIGEN GIRLS ON FILM DOB:6/10/2007
S:*Iccara Undercover Agent AZ Ex.M
D:*Ch Jentol Crakas Giftothgab AZ Ex.M

Br: EXH
Exh:D&C Gallacher

59.5cms A large strong, grey bitch of very good type and of very good
proportions, ideally the neck should be a little longer. Good withers, firm
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stand
correct in front with very good fore and lower chest development. Good
head with good expression, good eye colour ideally the ears could be
placed a little higher on the skull and the lower jaw should be a little
stronger. Steps correct front and with good firmness of hock joints the
elbows should be a little closer laying.
During movement shows very good ground covering gait with very good
hindquarter drive, the forehand reach however should be a little freer
with good back transmission, ideally the lower chest could be a little
longer. During the off lead gaiting maintained balanced movement and
very good back transmission. A daughter of Iccara Undercover Agent a
bitch that carries the line of Ulk Arlett and via her mother a Troy
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Noriswand daughter also carries the lines of Ulk Arlett. Overall a bitch of
very good brood type.
EXCELLENT
OPEN DOG
Donation from John Fenner

1st

265 *SABARANBURG ESKO
DOB:
12/21/2007
S:*Cayos von der Noriswand SchH1a ED (imp Deu) Ex.M Br: B&L Lubbock
D:*Ch Bruvic Kontiki AZ Ex.MExh:
B&L Lubbock/K Harris
65cms A large, strong, substantial, masculine male of correct German
Shepherd type. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slight
restriction in the length and lay of the coup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with very good head and
expression, the desired dark eye and very good ear carriage. A dog that
impresses with his overall strength, masculinity and harmonious
construction. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front where the
elbows should be closer laying, very good movement, shows a very
good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free
forehand reach, transmitted through a very firm back. This dog shows in
movement what he promises in stance, and overall is a male of absolute
top quality. He shows in his off lead gaiting exercise, again a very free
flowing, easy, powerful movement.
A son of Cayos Noriswand, and his mother being Bruvic Kontiki, means
that this dog has a very good and well constructed pedigree with a
number of well known and very well constructed animals contained
within his ancestry. Standing in the type of is father, a significant
producer in this country, means there should be a very good degree of
predictability when using this male at stud.
EXCELLENT MERIT

2nd

267 *CH HINTERHAUS FRENCH LIAISON CCD ET
S:*Ch As du Domaine du val D'Aulnoy a ED SchH1
(imp Frn) Ex.S
D:*Hinterhaus Butterscotch AZ Ex

DOB:

10/21/2008

Br: J Davis
Exh: D Freegard

63 cm 3 ½ yrs. An above medium size, medium strong slightly elongated
dog of very good German Shepherd type, that displays much harmony
of construction. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slight
restrictions in the length and the lay of the croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with slightly open feet,
has a very good masculine head with very good masking, very good eye
colour, and absolutely correct ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear
where the hock joints could be a little firmer. Correct in front where the
elbow should be a little closer laying. During movement, shows a very
strong, powerful expansive gait with an effortless length of stride and
very good back transmission. During the off lead gaiting exercise once
again, displays a very powerful dynamic movement.
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A dog that stands in the type of his father and carries the very influential
bloodline of Zamp Thermodos and via the mother line, carries the
bloodline of Iwan Lechtal. A very well bred dog that represents his
bloodline and impresses with his overall harmonious construction and
type. Again a dog with a very well constructed pedigree that should
display much predictability when using this sire at stud. Has very good
litter mates, with very good show and Breed Survey results and has
participated in both aspects
EXCELLENT MERIT
3rd 269 *SEIGEN ZINAS ZOLA
S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex
D:*Astasia Nara AZ Ex

DOB: 9/21/2009
Br: EXH
Exh: D&C Gallacher

2 ½ yrs. 64.5cm Slightly dropped lower middle incisors. A large, strong,
substantial, masculine dog of very good type and proportions. Good
length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly steep croup. The upper
arm while of good length should be slightly better angled, slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. A very masculine head with the desired dark eye
and good ear carriage. The dog impresses with his overall masculinity
and strength, his very good skull and head formation, and his overall
type.
Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front, where both the elbows and
the hock joints should be a little firmer. During movement shows a very
good powerful drive with good forehand reach and very good back
transmission. A minor detraction is that his lower chest should be a little
longer. Overall a very well constructed dog, however the hindquarter
angulation should not become any deeper. In the off lead gaiting
exercise, he displayed balanced movement. The black saddle markings
could be a little more defined.
The sire line carries the lines of Cello Römerau and his mother carries
the lines of Troy Noriswand. His mother Astasia Nara has produced a
number of very good progeny from various sires.
EXCELLENT MERIT
4th 270 *SEIGEN JACK IN A BOX AZ
S:*Seigen Jack Sparrow AZ Ex
D: Seigen Ursula AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

2/12/2010
EXH
D&C Gallacher

65.5cms A large, beautifully coloured grey dog of medium strength and
of good proportions, and good length of neck, which at times displays a
tendency to show a slightly erect head carriage. High withers, firm back,
slightly short croup. Very good length of upper arm which should still be
slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, slightly long
hocks. Stands correct in front with slightly flat feet. Very good fore and
lower chest development, very good head very good masking, good eye
colour and good ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear with good
firmness of joints, slightly wide at front where the elbows should be a
little closer laying, and he has a slightly disturbing action with his front
feet. During movement shows very good ground covering gait with
strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach however should be a little
freer, and ideally the lower chest should be a little longer. Overall his
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movement could be a little more expansive, and the ears could be
carried slightly firmer during movement. In the off lead gaiting exercise,
he showed still balanced movement.
His father-line carries the lines of Visum Arminius, the mother line
carries Cello Römerau. As this dog is only just two years of age at this
stage it s is still very early in his development and it will be interesting to
see the future development of this dog as he matures.
EXCELLENT
5th 266 *ICCARA EURO EXPRESS
S:*Iccara Relentless AZ
D:*Iccara Bootylicious AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

4/17/2008
Iccara Kennels
JM Glenny

4 yrs. 67cms A very large, medium strong, still masculine dog of very good
proportions, good length of neck high withers firm back, while the croup is of
good length, ideally it should be set less steep. The upper arm should be
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front with slightly open feet. Good head and expression, good eye colour and
good ear carriage. Overall for his size, ideally the bone strength should be a
little stronger. Steps narrow at rear, where the hock joints should be a little
firmer. Steps not quite correct in front, where the action with the front feet is
not absolutely correct. During movement shows a good ground covering gait
with balanced reach and drive transmitted through an absolutely firm back.
In the off lead exercise, he displays a great joy for running with much
enthusiasm and maintained his very balanced even movement with an
absolutely correct topline.
His father line carries Uno Urbecke and via the mother line carries
Ravdensen’s Orvar, carrying the Ulk Arlett bloodline.
EXCELLENT

